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Tour Grandchildren Will Grow Up
Under Communism!'
layt

NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV

We Must Destroy Old Images, Pursue Goals
By Dr. Gilbert Abcarlon
they relate to the recent past, to
Assistant Profouor of Political Science
the present, and to what we might
I am unimpressed by the know of the future.
Yostorday'e Imaaes
quote above. That KhrusOnce upon a time, many Americhev may take it seriously
cans were dead-sure about the vastrikes me as amusing. But lidity of the following political
that Americans have allowed propositions:
Federal aid to education is unsuch histerical blustering to
and un American «... „
upset them is a matter of deep necessary
concern to me. Why should mere Communism can be rolled back by
and more economic and miwords be assigned a prophetic and more
aid . . . Relations between
demoniac power that words can litary
Latin
America and the U.S. are
never possess? Indeed, the Ameristeadily
improving . . . The race
can people should have done with
a war of citations in which political for space has no direct military
emotions are unleashed, and calm significance . . . American prestige
judgment pushes to the back- has never been higher . . . The
ground. Our values, our institu- Russians really are running Comtions, our very survival demand munist China . . . The Chinese
■Vationalists will shortly recover
no less.
the mainland . . . Nehru is proThe world of the 1960s cannot Communist and anti-American . . .
be accounted for by the jargon Unemployment is essentially seaand cliches of the 1950s. All pro- sonal . . . Underground nuclear
positions seem, in time, to become tests cannot be detected . . . The
tinged with the absurd and the United States can simultaneously
futile. Political propositions are no balance its budget and strengthen
different. The
our armed forces.
world changes,
Most of the above statements
and our underare rather painful to recall, for
standing of ourin varying degrees, they are
selves and the
wrong. But they were, and perworld must also
haps still are, strongly held. It is
change if we
not easy to dispense with them in
wish to avoid befavor of a fresh new set of guideing engulfed.
lines, for as propositions they
I shall call
served to define the world for us;
your attention
indeed, some of them served us
to aspects of
well for a time. We must be honthe American
est: It is far easier to change
Dr. Abcartan
political mind as
things than to change ideas. As

Bacon said long ago: "The human
understanding when it has once
adopted an opinion . . . draws all
things else to support and agree
with it. And though there be a
greater number and weight of instances to be found on the other
side, yet these it either neglects
and despises, or else by some distinction sets aside and rejects; in
order that by this great and pernicious predetermination the authority of its former conclusions
may remain inviolate."
These are wise words, but more
than that, relevant words. It is
imperative that the propositions
above and many others equally
wrong be reexamined, modified
where they are least relevant, and
outrightly rejected where they
damage national interests.
The era of the bi-polarized world
has come to an end. Neither the
U.S. nor the U.S.S.R. is entirely
responsible for, nor wholly in command of, contemporary historical
and political events. For either nation to ascribe all its frustrations
to the alleged diabolic skill of the
adversary is bad history, bad policy, and above all, a bad omen for
all mankind. To repeat for purposes of emphasis: There are a
welter of forces at work in the
world today which neither nation has deliberately created, nor
can wholly control for its own'purposes. Today's events cannot be
accounted for by ancient propositions whose chief and only virtue
is that they are believed. No na-

tion can secure its future by planning into the past.
Is Isolationism Doad?
Officially and academically, isolationism apparently died several
decades ago. It is periodically and
nostalgically recalled on those
infrequent occasions when its most
prominent living exponents are
feted, politely applauded, and, with
visible relief, surrendered back to
their relatively uncomplicated
dreams of non-involvement. But
perhaps we delude ourselves. For
though our contemporary political
language is not the language of
an older isolationism, the assumptions out of which that language
has grown arc often strikingly
similar to those held by
the isolationists. In short, we
have no cause to celebrate our
pretended wisdom and advantage,
for there is ample evidence we
are still isolated from real knowledge and participation in several
vital world developments.
In "The Search for America,"
wise counsel is provided: "Two
and a half world wars and the
continuing cold one have taught
us that we must take the world
seriously and work with it intimately. But isolationism is not
completely routed by (mere) involvement. There remains the
question of what engagement is
for. In its subtle form isolationism
admits that we have no alternative to being deeply involved with
the world, but it holds that the
purpose of this involvement is to
preserve a world in which we can

still substantially go our own way. In our own day a much different
This sophisticated variety of iso- question has to be asked: What
lationism still characterizes our will Americans do about a world
outlook . . . For too many years body-politic containing several «■already, while the Soviet Union has qually swollen glands? The Afripegged its goal at international can continent is teeming; pan-Araproportions we have conceived our bism smolders in the Middle East;
goal parochially—to build here, in Cuba fulminates against our pothis sweet land, the good society. licy-makers (we must learn to disTo lift our sights to world pro- tinguish this from anti-Americanportions is a staggering assign- ism) ; and China shows every sign
ment." Staggering, indeed!
of re-emerging as a world power.
If we add to such isolationism Where are the propositions out
the oft-heard plea for a "moral" of the past that are relevant to
crusade—in extreme form a call these developments? Ponder the
for the unleashing of a set of ir- comments below that seek to push
rational, unstable political passions beyond the old and the static:
—we gain a clearer view of the
"To our sister republics south
magnitude of our difficulties and of our border, we offer a special
the educational and political dis- pledge—to convert our good words
tance we have yet to traverse. into good deeds ... To those naSupercharged and misguided na- tions who would make themselves
tionalism, reduction of world is- our adversary, we offer ... a
sues to startlingly simple black- request: that both sides begin awhite judgments, flies in the face new the quest for peace, before
of both morality and national in- . . . all humanity (be engulfed)
terests. To mortgage this great in planned or accidental self-desnation's destiny to either Fort- truction . . . Ask not what your
ress America, or Moral Re-Arma- country will do for you, but what
ment would be a tragic over-simpli- together we can do for the freefication of the issues that con- dom of man." (From President
front us.
Kennedy's inaugural address.)
Today's Events
"The United Nations—as an
"What shall we say of Ameri- idea and as an institution—is an
ca, that incredible swollen gland," extension of Western Ideas; of
asked the Frenchman Georges Du- Western belief in the worth and
hamel in a book impudently en- dignity of the individual; of Westtitled "America: The Menace," ern ideology . . . Anyone who
published in 1931, and mercifully doubts the potent if intangible
rare. In his day, we were the swol- force of the United Nations should
len gland to which all eyes were consider the eagerness even of
(Continued on page 6)
turned, either in joy or despair.
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A Second Look 'Outside'

Last year the B-G News began publication of what was
projected as an annual world affairs issue. Since that time
the News' policy on content has been changed so that now
each issue contains significant articles on current world events,
from the United Press International news wire. However, since
the world affairs articles contained in last year's issue included historical perspective, informed predictions, and the opinions of authorities on the world situation—ingredients not
contained, as a rule, in the international news stories we now
carry regularly—we felt that a second world affairs issue
would be as valuable as the first. Thus, in these four pages we
present our 1961 world affairs issue of the B-G News.
Three of our eight faculty contributors wrote articles for
last year's world affairs issue; they bring us up to date in the
areas in which they are expert. There also are some new
viewpoints on areas treated in last year's issue, and articles on
two aspects of foreign affairs not discussed last year—the
importance of languages, and international economics.
The B-G News is proud to present these articles and we
wish to acknowledge publicly our gratitude to the eight faculty
authors for helping us to present our second annual world
affairs issue.

Soviets Not Ready To Change Policy
As New Administration Takes Over
By Dr. Jacquvlina E. Tlmm
Aucclal* Professor of Political Sclonce
As a new administration takes over in Washington, Americans are asking whether this will bring a change in Soviet
relations with the free world. Is real peace nearer or are we
still on the same merry-go-round of Cold War with alternate
freezes and thaws—depending upon how the wind blows in
Moscow? Foreign Minister Gromyko, speaking to the Supreme
Soviet, said he was authorized
In Khrushchev's New Year's mesto "slate from this rostrum sage to President-elect Kennedy
that we ara ready to improve our he declared that he hoped relarelations with the United States tions between the United States
when the new President takes of- and Russia "will develop in the
new year on a reasonable basis,
fice." Premier Khrushchev early the basis of the common desire of
in January reportedly expressed a the peoples of our countries for
similar view to the British am- peace and friendship." Earlier he
offered to drop the U-2 incident
bassador.
with the departure of Mr. Eisenhower from office.
In Mr. Kennedy's inaugural address, he called for the creation
of "a new world of law, where the
slized that his personal charm strong are just and the weak sewould not be sufficient to win the cure, and the peace preserved forCold War against the Russians, ever." He called upon the people
though he succeeded in giving of the world to ask what together
many voters a false sense of se- "we can do for the freedom of
curity.
man."
As a result, we have now reachThus the spokesmen of the
ed a point in our national existworld's two
ence which will require, if we wish
leading powers
to preserve our way of life and
have spoken in
remain free, nothing less than the
a vein conducive
type of leadership which Washingto hope. Howton, Lincoln, and F. D. R. gave the
ever before exacountry in its times of need.
mining the staThe Place Of Foreign Languagn
tus of some of
the relations inIn addition to having a system
volving the U.S.
which will be superior to communS.R., we need to
ism to offer to the other people
look at the
of the world, we must also develop
Dr. Tlmm
meanings of the
the lability to communicate in forwords used.
eign languages, for only through
What
does
Khrushchev
mean by
them can we reach millions of
peace, and for whom? As George
people who desire peace.
The importance of foreign lan- Kennan, formerly American amguages has been stressed many bassador to the Soviet Union, has
times in the past by responsible pointed out, peace is not merely
educators, business leaders, govern- the absence of overt hostilities.
ment officials, and military ex- Hiithcr, "there is one kind of peace
perts who realized that they con- that is compatible with the true
stitute in a sense the No. 1 weapon security of peoples," which is the
basis of "genuine national freein both peace and/or war.
Despite all the facts presented, dom." This, of course, is the peace
it is simply unbelievable how many which free men desire, but again
American diplomats do not speak quoting Mr. Kennan, we find
the language of the country where "there is another kind of peace
they are supposed to sell democ- which represents the silence that
racy. Even more amazing is the reigns where the instruments of
large number of schools which still coercion are simply too formidable
do not offer the types of langu- to be challenged by those against
age programs that Americans will whom they are aimed." Obviously,
need in order to survive in the this is the kind of peace which we
find in Hungary.
twentieth century.
Let us add, much to our shame
Coexislence
and disappointment, that while
Khrushchev,
his article in
some of our misguided educators Foreign Affairs, in
October, 1859, deare still arguing the pros and cons
of foreign language teaching, Rus- fined the principle of peaceful coas meaning, among other
sia is graduating thousands of lin- existence
guists whose main job will be to things, the "repudiation of war as
spread communism in the world. a means of solving controversial
issues," a "reunification of interPracnc. What We Preach
ference in the internal affairs of
In addition to educating the other countries," the "elimination
young men and women who will of the very threat of war," and the
have the sense of mission which presupposition "that political and
is needed If we are to preserve economic relations between counour way of life and prevent Mr. tries are to be based upon complete
Khrushchev's threat to enslave our equality of the parties concerned
children under the tyranny of com- and on mutual benefit"
munism from ever becoming a, reDoes the record jibe with Khruality, we must practice what we shchev's protestations? What is
preach.
happening right now In Laos, CuWe must realize that the tem- ba, North Viet Nam, Cambodia,
porary victory of communism in Thailand, Burma, Malaya, Indonecertain parts of the world is not sia, Panama, Nicaragua, Guatemadue to its superiority over demo- la, Honduras, El Salvador, and
cracy, but to the fact that foreign Costa Rica?
people refuse to adopt a system
Most Americans by now underwhich we fall to practice at home. stand that the Russian leader's conAs all human beings, we often cept of truth is vastly different
praise the Lord but we live by from the brand used in the free
Satan, we preach democracy but world. Not only do the propaganwe practice tyranny, and we laud da agencies grind out fatuous
the Golden Rule but are too often statements, but the Soviet leaders
children of prejudice, intolerance, blandly distort facts. Khrushchev's
and bigotry. The communists ex- righteous indignation over tho U-2
ploit the obvious contradiction be- flight conveniently overlooked the
tween what we preach and what fact that some S60 Soviet spies
we practice.
have been convicted in 11 free
Foreign peoples are often de- countries, including 13 in the
ceived by this propaganda. Ameri- United States. Furthermore, 47 socans, they say, are insincere. They called "diplomats" have been sent
tell us about the blessings of de- home for spying. The State Departmocracy, but they fail to practice ment reported to Congress on June
what they preach at home. Ameri- 13, 1960, that "there has never
cans carry water in one hand and been a government in history
fire in the other.
which has placed heavier emphasis
Will Our Children Bocene Slave. ?
on espionage in order to gain inforWill our children become Rus- mation about other countries than
sian slaves? How such a question has the U.S.S.R." It is estimated
will be answered by the year 2000 that there are 300 communist spies
depends on all of us. If we continue at work. Add to these figures the
to refuse to meet the challenge of fact that an intelligence officer
communist expansionism in a posi- estimated that the Soviet military
tive and effective manner, the attache in the U.S. can obtain legally 95 per cent of the material
answer will be "yes."
On the other hand, if we become useful for his work and we can see
fully conscious of the spirit of the scope of Soviet spying operafreedom that burns in the human tions.
Adlai Stevenson, new ambassaheart, and if we acquire a new
sense of mission, dedication, and dor to the U.N., in commenting
responsibility comparable to that upon the communist plank of
displayed by oar ancestors, the peaceful competition, states: "I
suspect that most communists
answer will be "no. ■
would include under that label
political subversion, coups d'etat,
and even revolution under Communist Party leadership." Despite
this suspicion, Mr. Stevenson has
Douifini) Green State Uniwrsitu made what seems to us a most
naive statement that Communist
China in the U.N. could be "more

Languages Constitute No. 1 Weapon'
By Dr. Michael B. Ramon
Chairman. Foreign LanouaaM Dopartawnt

Prime Minister Khrushchev is reported to have said that
our children will grow up under communism. We think it is
more likely that Russian children will grow up under democracy. Which of these two points of views will win out by the
year 2000?
If we had a definite program to sell our democratic ideas
and ideals to the rest of the
It is now apparent, however,
world, a corps of trained, intelligent, and dedicated young men
und women to sell it successfully,
and the full support of our own
people in the states, there would
be no problem.
Ih. PolldM Of Th« Admlnl.trollon
We believe very sincerely that
there is something basic In the
nature of every human being: which
would make possible tho defeat of
communism and the ultimate triumph of our democratic ideals if
we would only exert our will, create a positive program, and train
the men needed in this struggle.

that there If
something radically wrong
with our overall program, as
developed
by
the Eisenhower
team. For the
Russians, though
selling something which is
Dr. Ramon
vastly inferior
to democracy, have outpointed the
U.S. in too many places. How
could we improve our performance?
During the past eight years President Eisenhower never fully le-

STUDENTS!
For Your Convenience
The Bookstore will be OPEN FROM 8 A.M.
TO 8 P.M. THROUGH THURSDAY. Come
in for your books and opening-of-semester
supplies.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
—IN THE UNION—

Yei, you. If you're a senior who has
decided to punue a career In the
business world, you'll want to check the
opportunities In ^tna Casualty'!
TRAINING PROGRAM
(or Field Represent .it in'S
These are salaried positions offering
excellent potential for advancement to
management levels. Ask your
Placement Office for a copy of
the brochure, "Who, Me?"....
While you're there, sign
up to meet the £tna Casualty
man who'll be on campus on
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accountable to world opinion than
as an outcast."
Fundamental Difference Eaters
This position, supported, we
fear, by too many well-intentioned
persons, overlooks o certain fundamental difference between a dictatorship and a free nation. Dictators are not responsible to a free
legislature, free press, and free
public opinion within their own
country. Why would world opinion
be potent? World public opinion
can be a powerful weapon when
and if the organs of government
within a state are responsible to
the people or if there is a world
sanction which can enforce world
public opinion.
The communists assume that
they must wage a "continuous and
relentless conflict" against the
anti-communist world, which is to
be carried on by nuclear threats,
missile boasts, divisive diplomacy,
propaganda, subversion, and trade.
Khrushchev has told us that
communism will ultimately win in
the world without war because of
the "weaknesses of the West,
taken together with the
strengthening of the communist
nations."
The Moscow Manifesto issued in
December, 1960, following the conference of 81 communist parties,
indicates that peaceful coexistence does not "imply renunciation of the class struggle"; instead it offers "favorable opportunities" for the spread of the
class struggle in capitalist countries" and the "national liberation
movement of the peoples of the
colonial and dependent countries."
Furthermore, the new Khrushchev
history reveals that peaceful coexistence is not to be interpreted
"any differently" than it was by
Lenin and Stalin.
These revelations from the communists themselves clearly prove
to thinking Americans that peace
is a word with vastly different
meanings to the Soviet leaders and
to the free world.
West Berlin
West Berlin is a symbol and as
such it is of vital importance both
to the free world and to the Soviet
Union. For Khrushchev it is "not
just a thorn in the body politic of
communism; it is a cancer." It
stands as a beacon of hope to enslaved peoples everywhere. The inaugural address of Mr. Kennedy
stresses the support of the United
States to any frlond and opposition to any foo in order to "assure
the survival and success of liberty." This should serve as a fair
warning to the communists of the
intentions of the new administration.
The U.S. simply cannot afford
to desert West Berlin. To do so
would mean a loss of faith in the
free world, in its strength, in its
principles, and in its promises that
would be impossible to evaluate.
Loss of West Berlin by the West
would knock American prestige far
below anything hinted at by John
Kennedy in his presidential campaign. Khrushchev would gain an
A-l propaganda story and above all
he would acquire a tremendous economic asset. West Berlin as a
strategic industrial center would
immeasurably aid the communist
cause against the free world.
Therefore, Khrushchev will continue to probe for our weaknesses
and for the advancement of his
successful acquisition of West Berlin.
ColonlaHsm
While the communists are railing against "colonialism" and the
"Imperialism of the West," what
are the facts? In the twentieth
century, before the independence
of more than a dozen African states. Western powers had freed 22
nations with 9.1 million square
miles and 694 million people. By
contrast, the record shows the Soviet Union with "colonies" in East
Europe of 100 million highly developed people: Bulgaria, Albania,
Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East Germany, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, parts of
Finland, and part of German East
Prussia.
In Asia, we find within the communist empire Outer Mongolia,
South Sakhalin Island, North Korea, Kurlle Island, Tibet, and North
Viet Nam. Russia and Communist
China hold an empire of 1.4 million square miles of territory with
a colonial population of 139 million. As the West gives up colonies
the communist states add to their
empire. Actions Speak Louder
Than Words! Governor Luis Munos of Puerto Rico and the Philippines both rigorously rejected the
communist charge against America
of imperialism.
Afro-Asian leaders are beginning to have a glimmer of insight
into the Soviet position. They want
to be independent of both the United States and the U.S.S.R. President Sekou Toure of Guinea, described as pro-communist, on Oct.

10 in the U.N. Assembly said: "The
Congo is part of the life of humanity; the fate reserved for millions of men, women, and children
should be looked at more closely.
Let less be said of Messrs. Lumumba, Kasavubu, Mobutu," etc., but
"let more be pondered seriously to
find a true and just solution for
the problems of the people who
only yearn for well-being, peace,
and progress, as do all people all
over." Khrushchev lost an important battle in the U.N. when 17 of
the Afro-Asian states signed a
declaration that the U.S.S.R.
should keep "hands off" the Congo.
The Kremlin has not realized
that as the West frees its colonies
(an eventual 847 million people),
world attention will focus on the
974 million people denied independence by communism. Whereas in
the past colonialism has emphasized white versus color, now and
in the future "liberation" is needed by the victims of communists.
The past actions of the U.S. contrast strikingly with those of the
U.S.S.R. Through various plans
since World War II, the United
States has given approximately
$60.6 billion in non-military aid
to other countries and with no
increase in its territory.
Ike OutllnM Piaeiuja
On Sept. 22, 1960, Mr. Eisenhower, in speaking to the U.N.
General Assembly, set forth a fivepoint program for Africa: non-interference in the internal affairs
of African countries, help in protecting their security, emergency
aid to the Congo, international
assistance in development programs, and aid for education. He
stressed the need for a "Food for
Peace" effort, whereby hunger and
malnutrition could be overcome.
Mr. Eisenhower emphasized that
the U.N. and other international
agencies should be used to carry
on this program.
On Oct. 18, the U.S. requested
that the U.N. "act as broker" in
distributing surplus food to needy
nations. The U.S.S.R. finallyswung Into line and on Oct. 27
the American resolution was unanimously passed.
Eisenhower declared that he
would like to see a universal plebiscite in which every man could
secretly and freely vote on his attitude on participating in self
government. This emphasis on selfdetermination is of primary importance to Afro-Asian countries.
Mr. Kennedy pledged that one
form of colonial control should
not be "replaced by a far more
iron tyranny." He recalled the
limerick of riding on the tiger's
back, as a warning against the
communists.
These actions and statements
contrast with the statements in
the Khrushchev history which credits Stalin with, among other
achievements, the conquests of the
Baltic Republic, half of Poland,
part of East Prussia, Finland, and
Rumania; the "liberation" of the
rest of Poland, the two "liberations" of Hungary, the "liberation" of East Germany and Berlin, of the Balkans, China, North
Korea, and Viet Nam. Stalin also
is given great credit for the struggle for peace and the enlargement
of the peace camp "which permits
and even requires the liberation of
further parts of the non-communist world but not the 're-enslavement' of any part that has been liberated." The history concludes
that under Stalin the Soviet Union
did much that was "beneficial to
the Soviet Union, to the C.P.S.U.,
and to the whole international
workers movement"
These words can hardly be reassuring to the suppressed people in
Cuba and other parts of the world.
The West wants "peace with
justice"; the Soviet Union wants
"peace." The Moscow Manifesto
admits that "modern warfare
would bring unheard-of destruction and death to hundreds of
millions of people." It supports
Khrushchev's principle of negotiation with the West (while at the
same time denouncing the U.S. as
non-peace-loving).
Disarmament is one of the major problems in the quest for
peace. Unfortunately, the experience of the West with the Soviet
Union in this area has not been a
pleasant one. There is distrust of
Soviet motives and proposals and
with good cause. E. V. Tarle, Soviet historian, spoke of disarmament as "one of the most favored
forms of diplomatic dissimulation
of the true motives and plans of
those governments which have
been seised by a sudden 'love of
peace.' "
Disarmament has been discussed
since the 1890s, but thus far the
nations have not agreed on basic
principles for disarming and enforcement of it,
(Continued on page 6)
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Emerging Nations Change Picture In Africa
ly Dr. David E. Qardlnler
instructor la History

As the Kennedy administration takes over the direction of
our foreign policy and seeks to formulate intelligent policies
toward Africa, it will find a situation on that continent quite
different from that encountered by the Eisenhower administration only eight years ago. Since 1963 the control of more
than half the African continent has passed from our NATO
allies into the hands of indeward Africa has been Influenced by
pendent African governments.
the fact that lbs Africans bare be
Than, only Liberia, the Union of
South Africa, Ethiopia (including
Eritrea), Egypt, and Libya were
independent; now, all the former
French colonies, protectorates, and
trust territories are, as well as the
Sudan, Ghana (including; British
Togoland), Nigeria, the former
Belgian Congo, and Somalia (including British Somaliland).
The remaining British territories,
except for the
Rhodeslas, are
destined for indepe n d e n c e
within the next
few years. European rule in
the Rhodesias,
in Algeria, and
even in the Portuguese territo- |
ries, faces serious challenges.
Dr. Gardlnler
As a result of
this rapid period of decolonization,
the Kennedy administration will
not find itself dealing, as the
Eisenhower administration did,
with Britain, France, and Belgium,
but with newly independent African states.
The new sltuattoa has treed a*
Irem the dilemma o| trying lo please
both the colonial powers and the
Africans at the same ttne. but It
confront! us with conditions over
which we hare even less control
than we bad before. The new
framework within which the United
States mm! determine Its policies lo

come Independent (I) without lust
attaining, all the conditions necessary for political stability. (2) In an
age of rising expectations among
the peoples of underdeveloped
countries, and (3) during the era of
the Cold War.
A variety of factors have combined to produce a score of independent African states which
lack the economic, social, and educational foundations for political
stability. In the late 19th Century
scramble for territory in Africa,
the European powers carved these
states from the continent without
much regard for ethnic and geographic factors; they thus created
new countries which contained a
multiplicity of tribal groups, political systems, climatic and vegetation belts, and which possessed
only the unity given them by a
common alien rule. The European
powers undertook the development
of the natural and human resources
of their new colonies with a view
to enriching and strengthening
themselves and only incidentally
to benefiting the Africans. Then
World War II unleashed a complex
of decolonizing factors.
After 1946 Britain and France
undertook policies to promote the
political, economic, and social
advancement of the Africans under their rule. Belgium too promoted economic and social advancement of the Africans under
their rule. But the colonial powers
were no longer allowed to move at

their own pace. Anti-colonialist forces, both communist and non-communist, applied pressure on the colonial powers inside and outside the
United Nations to speed up the process of decolonization and interfered directly in the affairs of
the African countries.
The total reeult bos been that a
score of African stales have become Independent long before their
European masters Intended they
should, and became Independent
without first attaining those conditions necessary for keeping their
Independence or maintaining political stability.
Most of the newly independent
states lack experience in managing
their own affairs. They lack administrative and technical personnel, capital for developing their
economies, teachers and funds for
education, and money for health
programs. Those states like the
Congo, which had little political
experience, have already been the
scenes of serious crises. Those
states like Somalia, which have
few resources, cannot hope to survive without continuing outside
economic aid. To make matters
worse, with but few exceptions the
Africans have been attaining independence in political units with
populations of only a few million,
with economies dependent on the
world-market prices of one or two
basic commodities. So far all attempts to unite one or more states
have failed. Instead, the reverse
has occurred; the 12 territories
that once formed the two federations of French West Africa and
French Equatorial Africa have
gone their own ways.
Such conditions would challenge
the resourcefulness of American policy makers under any circumstances, but they are complicated by
the rising expectations of the Africans In an age of Cold War. Since
IMS British. French, and Belgian
policies have promoted a targe

measure of economic, social, and
educational advancement In Africa.
The Africans have come to enjoy higher standards of living and
have acquired wants they never
had before. Under independence
they are seeking even higher standards and are demanding that
their governments undertake policies that will satisfy their wants
quickly. The United States may
not always approve the particular
policies they choose, but no African government that wishes to
stay in power can long ignore these
rising expectations. Writing on this
point recently, Ghana's Kwame
Nkrumah stated: "We have to modernize. Either we shall do so with
the interest and support of the
West or we shall be compelled to
turn elsewhere. This is not a warning or a threat but a straight
statement of political reality."
The rising expectations of the
Africans and the political instabilty of their states present a new
field for communist activities. A
large part of a continent that
was once secure for the West is
now free from its control. The
communists offer reudy-made answers to the economic problems of
the African states. They may now
seek to secure African neutralism
in the East-West struggle or may
try to install pro-communist regimes; they may seek to deprive
the West of such strategic materials as uranium, petroleum, copper,
and manganese that we now purchase from Africa.
The Kennedy
administration
must keep in mind the factors
emanating from political instability, rising expectations, and the
Cold War as it formulates a policy
that will promote American interests in Africa. To my mind, we
have two basic interests in Africa:
We want to keep Africa free from
communist control and influence,
and we wish to continue to pur-

chase strategic materials. I disagree with those who feel that we
ought to secure military alliances
with the African nations, to integrate them into our defense systems, and with those who contend
we should seek to maintain Africa as a field for private investment While these goals might be
desirable, to espouse them in the
present situation might endanger
our basic interests.
la the early years of the Eisen
bower administration there was a
good deal of talk about the neceesity of winning the "uncommitted
nations" to the cause of the West
and of making them part of our
defense systems against communist
Imperialism. In my opinion It Is
unrealistic to expect nations only
recently Independent of western
control to enter Into mlllitary alll
ancee with the West, it Is clear that
most of the new states of Africa
are not "uncommitted"; they are
committed to neutralism. Their neu
trallsm In itself will not prove harmful lo our Interests so long as they
stay strong enough lo preserve their
freedom and independence.
Our policy toward Africa should
be to seek to promote the economic and educational conditions
that form the foundations for
sound political institutions and
stable governments. Through economic and technical aid and assistance we should help them to
undertake the kinds of policies that
will promote freedom and stability.
We should give our aid through
multi-lateral programs involving
not only Western nations but neutralists like India, so that we may
accomplish our goals without giving the impression we arc running
their affairs und incurring their
resentment. Our government
should not seek special advantages
for private investors. It should
accept the fact that in some cases
a planned economy may best suit
present African conditions. As

consumers, we should be willing
to pay higher prices for basic commodities from Africa in order to
promote those higher standards of
living which aid political stability.
We should seek to make the
United States a country where
democracy works, where liberty
and equality are not just Ideals but
realities. In this connection we
should work to eradicate every
vestige of racism and racial prejudice; we should inform the American public of the damage that
the racial attitudes and practices
of some of our citizens here at
home are doing us abroad.
We should also educate the public to an understanding of the
Africans and their problems. We
should bring as many Africans as
possible to our country for study
and travel. We should take steps to
secure good personal relations between Africans and Americans both
here and In Africa. We should encourage our allies to pursue Intelligent policies In Africa. When
we find situations where we must
act to resist communist intervention.
as In the Congo, we should act
multl laterally through the United
Nations If possible.
The Kennedy administration has
indicated the importance Africa
possesses for our nation by creating an under-secretary of state for
African affairs. The new undersecretary has an excellent staff of
African specialists in the State
Department whose knowledge he
may draw upon. In dealing with
the newly independent states, the
Kennedy administration must be
prepared for surprises and new
crises. It must be ready to adjust
our policies to changing conditions, for the decisions involving
Africa that it will make during
the next four years may influence
not only the fate of the new
African states but the fate of the
entire world.

Can Free Enterprise Compete With Other Economies?
By Dr. Jacob Cohen
Associate Professor of Economics
Can free enterprise compete
successfully with other world
economies?
If one takes the ability to
compete as measured by an
ability to satisfy consumer
wants there is an easy answer to
this question. Free enterprise economies of the type represented par
excellence by the United States
have surpassed any other form
of economic organization in providing high living standards to
their citizens. But there are additional criteria of effectiveness of
economic systems which at the
moment are being given increasing
weight The criteria are world leadership in science, in culture, in
treatment of racial minorities, in
ability to maintain full employment of resources, in rates of
growth in physical output and in
aid to underdeveloped countries.
Some might add to this list the
ability to direct resources into
areas of high social priority, such
as urban renewal projects, highways, schools, hospitals. Meeting
these standards is of some consequence for they will determine the
international prestige of the United States with all its ramifications
for external security. Apart from
this they provide desirable goals
in themselves.
Perhaps the
foremost way
that the United
States can show
its vitality to
the rest of the
world is by increasing its economic rate of
growth. While
this
has run
roughly at the
rate of 3 per
Dr. Cohen
cent per annum
in the United States since 1960,
in Russia (the outstanding example of the controlled economy)
economic expansion has been running at approximately twice that
rate. While the absolute levels of
output are still muoh higher in
this country, the rate of growth
is a measure of a country's resourcefulness and energy. Great
strides in increasing the growth
rate could be made by meeting
the serious problem of .unemployment Unemployment is currently
about 7 per cent of the labor force,
which constitutes a great economic waste and a source of human
misery.
Should Be More "Public Goods
The kind of increases in output
that should be aimed at probably
fall more into the category of
"public" goods than into the category of private or consumption
goods. Highways, hospitals, and
schools are such goods, as
would be large-scale projects

of urban renewal. The more
intangible output of scientific personnel should be promoted so that
greater strides can be made in
the area of pure science.
To what extent can this effort
be made within the framework of
a free enterprise system? At present the ability of the government
to regulate the economy renters
chiefly on the use of monetary and
fiscal policies. Monetary policy
which aims at controlling the
money supply is the province of the
Federal Reserve. Fiscal policy —
the policies with respect to taxation, spending, and debt management — are controlled by Congress
and the Treasury. By the exercise
of the correct monetary and fiscal
policy — aimed at increasing
spending in the economy—one
could hope to bring the economy
closer to full employment levels
and thus increase the rate of economic growth.
The obstacles to such programs
may be that any increased level of
spending might take the form of
higher prices (inflation) rather
than increased production of goods
and services. To forestall this there
might be some needed governmental interference with price and
wage bargains. Some direct controls over the kinds of spending
people engage in, such as particular kinds of consumer spending
or particular kinds of investment
spending, may be necessary if inflation has its origin in certain
segments of the economy. Such
direct controls over the economy
are, of course, not known. They
were extensively used in World
War II and also during the Korean
crisis.
Argument Has A Flaw
To cry that this is the end of
private enterprise and that one is
adopting the very kind of system
that one is contesting has a .hollow
rins. Surely, for example, the infringement on private hiring rights
by fair employment practices agencies is more than compensated for
by the rights created for those previously excluded from the labor
market. In other respects it is a
cry that really forgets the nature
of the American economy. The
U.S. economy is not a "pure" example of a market economy, although it comes closer to being
such than any other economy in
the world. The U.S. is best described as a "mixed economy"
where there are many instances
of public ownership and many examples where the use of resources
is determined by governmental
action and not by the ballot box of
the market place.
Even if more controls should be
required, the contrast with totalitarian economies is still an unmistakable one. Whatever decisionmaking becomes governmental
rather than private is still ultimately subject to public control via an
elective system of government. In

WILL THEY BE NEEDED? The last two world wars
have been fought with weapons, machines, and fighting
men. but future world supremacy may be decided by the
Cold War. One of the best "secret weapons" for the OS.
effect, experts arc given a wider
range of decision-making powers
but are subject at all times to the
pleasure of the electorate. The excellent appointments made in the
current administration add confidence to this kind of division of
labor.
In the long run the "secret weapon" of the U.S. should prove to
be its democratic system and its
success at satisfying consumer
wants. What underdeveloped countries necessarily are interested in
at the moment is building up their
basic productive capacity, something that cannot be readily done
in a market-oriented economy. But
when standards of living rise in
these countries (partly as a byproduct of the international competition of Russia and the United
States) the virtues of an economy
that has made the consumer king
will come into prominence.
Too Many Bowling Alleys?
At the moment here in the United States we may be succeeding
too well in providing the consumer
with additional bowling alleys,
more marinas, and more types of
cars from which to choose. But in
time this ability may have the
widest appeal. With higher standards of living, political liberty too
should become a commodity within
the means of poor countries. This
change in attitude may be as true
if not truer of the Soviet economy
as it is of underdeveloped nations.
One is presently aware of the pressure for higher living standards
in the Soviet Union. One must also
remember that the Soviet economy in a sense too represents a
"mixed" economy with examples
of private ownership and prices
acting as incentives. The Soviet
economy in the long run may take
on an increasing number of characteristics of the market economy.
The international contest may
also diminish (at least in its warlike implications) as nationalistic

will be lo strengthen its economic system, according lo Dr.
Jacob Cohen, associate professor of economics. If we win
the economic struggle, we won't need the weapons. Satisfying consumer wants may be our "secret weapon."

solutions to world problems give
way to international solutions. The
present gold crisis of the United
States is a case in point. As has
been ably pointed out by a Yale

economist, Robert Triffin, the
United States is playing the role
of providing the rCBt of the world
with liquid reserves by providing
it with dollar balances. This is a

role that more properly should be
played by an international organization. It would be desirable that
an organization such as the International Monetary Fund create
liquid reserves for a world membership. It would do this by creating deposits for member countries
which could be used as an international means of payment The
United States would then no longer
have to be concerned about the imminent convertibility of foreign
dollar balances into gold.
As the folly of arms races in a
nuclear age becomes increasingly
realized,
world
disarmament
through the United Nations should
become more of a possibility. In
such a world, in which international organizations apply the idea of
federalism on an international basis, the security of the individual
nation-state becomes assured. Political differences and rates of economic progress (after certain basic
human rights requirements are
met) can be matters of individual
choice. The contest between nations then will become a matter
of prestige rather than national
survival.
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Current State Of Cuba Represents
Acute Stage Of Latin American Ills

Tuesday, February 7, 1961

Japanese Relations, China, Laos
Are Major Far Eastern Problems

tr Dr. Charles D. Amerlnger
Instructor In History

but hope persisted as Castro ac- als as Romulo Betancourt of VenBy Dr. Virginia B. Plat!
cluding Communist China from larly unpromising place In which
Professor of History
cepted an invitation to address ezuela and Jose Figueres of Costa
UN. membership.
to fight any war, both for ourselves
tho
American
Society
of
NewspapMid-January 1961 is a sinRica welcomed him into their
Americans in general greetand our potential enemies.
Must Support Chiang
er
Editors
in
Washington,
D.C.
on
number. Long-time leaders of the gularly awkward time in
ed with sympathy and hope April 17, 1969.
The French are indulging in a
Both Stevenson and Chester
Cuban opposition to Batista joinBowles, new under-secretary of little "I told you so." When French
the overthrow of Cuban dictaVUII Was Turning Point
ed with Castro in unity talks. which to be writing about state, tried to tell the Senate that troops were fighting against the
Castro's visit to the United Stat- While all these men now believe American foreign policy.
tor Fulgencio Batista by Fidel
"no amount of wishful thinking communist Viet Minh in the Hanoi
in April, 1969, may have been that Castro has betrayed the re- What is always a problem in
region of Viet Nam, back in 1954.
Castro in the early hours of es
can restore Chiang K'ai-shek" and
the turning point in Cuban-Ameri. volution and they oppose him, it
New Year's Day, 1969. Castro can relations. For at that time, is difficult to imagine that they speculation is now doubly so the 2 million Chinese on Formosa a Geneva Conference called at the
to control over the 650 million Chi- suggestion of Russia proposed the
because of the change of adminiswas viewed as a Robin Hood in the Castro told ASNE, as well as the were wrong initially.
nese on the mainland. This would division of Viet Nam along the
hills fighting the brutal and re- "Meet the Press" TV panel, that
By 1960, there was little doubt tration and of State Department seem to imply that American sup- seventeenth parallel, with elections
pressive regime of Batista against he was not a communist, that Cuba that Castro was in the Soviet fold personnel. Perhaps the shape of
port might as well be withdrswn to be held in 1956 under the supergreat odds. Castro, his well wishers was not neutrsl and intended to politically and economically. An our Far Eastern policy for the
vision of a neutral commission (Infrom Chiang, but such a move
claimed, would banish tyranny and
fulfill its mutual defense treaty agreement in February, 1960, set next four years will have assumed
would involve loss of face for the dia, Canada, Poland) to deterpoverty from his distressed island. obligations, and that Cuba would up the exchange of Cuban sugar some shadow of definition at the
United States, and a great deal of mine the eventual form of governBut today even Castro's most en- not confiscate foreign private in- for Russian oil and started a chain time of the President's message
opposition within this country. In ment for the whole country.
thusiastic supporters in the United dustry. Here was the opportunity
of events which resulted in the to Congress, on Jan. 30. But on
fact, columnist Marquis Childs has France proposed to fight on, and
States stand disbelieving, dismay- for the United States to sweep seizure of most American proper- with speculation.
paraphrased a comment of ex- asked only assurances of aid from
ed, and disappointed at the course aside mutual anxieties and to ty in Cuba. Castro reached the
(I) Our relations with Japan
the United States to do so.
President Eisenhower made to
the Cuban revolution has taken.
seize the initiative by backing peak of his anti-American attacks have suffered an apparent deterWe did not subscribe to the GenKennedy as follows: "If your adNot only have the fondest enthusiastically a program of so- with a 4 hi -hour tirade before the ioration during the past year, due
ministration tries to change the eva Settlement, but neither did
dreams for Cuba's redemption fad- cial and oconomic reform in Cuba. UN General Assembly in Septem- to the demonstrations at the time
China policy that we've held to. we give France the a.ssurances she
Instead, the U.S. was officially ber, 1960. In retaliation, the U.S. of President Eisenhower's proposed, but Castro's movement has
then I'm going to speak up. That's asked. Consequently, the communcome to threaten the security of cool and noncommittal to Fidel. has cut its sugar imports from Cu- ed visit to Tokyo. The rioting was
ist North Viet Nam government
one thing that I'll feel compelled
Washington's
opportunity
lost,
occasioned
by
opposition
to
the
the United States. The Cuban reba, terminated its program of techto speak my piece about."
was established, and has acted as
Castio'g lieutenant Ernesto "Che" nical assistance there, imposed exU.S. - Japanese
volution has moved ahead at the
s base for infiltration of South
Did Eisenhower's China policy
Security Treaty
expense of personal liberty, and it Guevara told an audience in Ha- port controls on Cuba, denounced
Viet Nam and also of the mountain
include a guarantee of Mat.su and
vana on April 17, 1959, that he Cuba in documented state papers,
which, in the Quemoy? This is hard to say, as
has cast its lot with the Slno■tat* of Laos which adjoins it
eyes of the JaSoviet bloc. Cubans who fought saw a parallel between Cuba's sit- called upon the Organization of
SEATO Answers Threat
Nixon committed the administrauation and that of Guatemala in American States to examine the
brsvely against Batista have been
panese, lays Jation to such a policy during the
Our answer to the communist
1954.
forced into exile by a new dictator.
pan open to sud. election debates without apparent
threats to hemispheric solidarity
threat in Viet Nam was to underGuevara, un Argentine physi- stemming from communist interAmerican disapproval of Castro's
den annihilatake the formation of SEATO,
authorization, and the administration. Americans tion did not disown this stand. The
acts has been countered by Khru- cian with a record of revolution- vention, and finally has severed
whose only Far Eastern members
ary
activity
in
Latin
America,
was
nhould not asdiplomatic relations with Cuba.
shchev's threat of rocket retaliEisenhower policy of I960 was are the Philippines. Thailand, and
in a position to exercise .strong insume that Japan
ation. How has all this come to
Pakistan. This is a rather amorquite at variance with the EisenThe Future
fluence
on
Castro.
He
hud
been
is turning topuss? How has American symphous organization, and does not
hower personal conviction of 1951
It is difficult to predict our
ward communpathy been replaced by antipathy active in Guutemalu in 1951 when
that the United States might well
have the military alliance features
the communist government of Ja- future relations with Castro's Cuism, and Ameriand its hope changed to de-pair
establish its defense perimeter on
of the NATO organization. In the
cobo Arbenz was overthrown by ba. If Castro's communism is of
can prestige is
in just a little over two years?
Hawaii rather than on Formosa or current Laotian crisis, SEATO has
In the flat an invasion allegedly financed by only recent vintage, it is pos- still high In Japan, but the young
the Philippines.
failed to act because communist
place, Castro the U.S. He subsequently met Cas- sible that President Kennedy can Japanese are generally opposed to
2 Chinas Unrealistic
invasion has not "come from outneither exploit- tro in Mexico City where exiles make something of Castro's an- u return to militarism and fear
The incoming under-secretary,
side." What action we have taken
ed his hero im- from a half-dozen countries were nounced willingness to start with that the treaty will encourage the Chester Bowles, supported a twohas therefore been unilateral, and
age in this coun- preyed upon by the Soviet Em- a clean slate. There is much that kind of extreme rightism that ocChina policy in u magazine article
has included substantial financial
try nor acknow- bassy. He was with Castro's tiny is luudable about Castro's .social casioned the assassination of Incpublished in April, 1960. This poaid
to the rightist government of
ledged the sub- force that landed in eastern Cuba and economic reforms, but no solu- jiro Asanuma last October.
licy today seems quite unrealistic,
Boun Oum. and more recently,
tion
should
be
tried
that
abandons
in
December,
1966.
Guevara's
star
stantial assist(2) Our continued policy of supin that Red China would not accept
transmission nf six AT-I> trainer
U ance given him roso perceptibly in Cuba after Cuba's liberals. Neither should in- porting the Taiwan-based Republic any recognition based on her perplanes to the Laotian government.
April, 1959.
ter-American solidarity be jeopar- of China as the only legitimate
J*B . —••/
various
manently renouncing ownership of
As of today (Jan. 23), the AIt seems likely that Guevara us- dized. If used potiently and per- government of China seems to he
j by various sourTaiwan. In fact, the prospects of
merican personnel in the country
sistently, the machinery of the approaching defeat, as is apparent
■
sssWasK? «'» '" the Unit- ed the analogy of the (iuutemunormal diplomatic relations beine.
are all "civilians." Constant reinOAS will prove adequate to over- from the October 8 United Nations
ed States. He Ian and Cuban situations us the
Dr. Amerlnger
established between ourselves and
forcement of the communist rebels
chose instead to lever for committing Fidel Castro come threats to the peace and vote on the admission of Commun- the so-called People's Republic of
by Russian Ilyushin planes has gito the Soviet bloc. The fear of in- security of the Western Hemis- ist China. Although our policy ob- China are as much dimmed by the
charge the U.S. with aiding Batisven some provocation for our acvasion bred in hostility and dis- phere from within and without.
ta, and he launched his regime on
tained a majority in the form of
recalcitrant and obstinant attitude tion. There has been criticism, howtrust drove Castro down the road
Moreover, Cuba's condition is
a violently anti-American theme.
42 votes as against ,'M for the adof the Chinese, as by our own
ever, that what might be considerHe refused to dilute, as circum- to totalitarianism. The American only an acute stage of the same
mission of Peiping, there were 22 aversion to association with that
ed by the communists and the neustances might warrant, his criti- government did little to allay his ills plaguing all of Latin America.
abstentions. Another year might communist power.
tralists as un aggressive act (sendfeurs
and
is,
therefore,
partially
To combat this virulence, the pocisms of American actions in Latin
find the Afro-Asian bloc facing
It is apparent that for at least
ing the AT-lis) should have occurresponsible for its own discomfort. licy of the U.S. must he positive.
Amerca.
111 with the alternative of accept- months and probably years to
ed during a Lame Duek period.
It
might
be
easier
to
say
that
CasAmerican
democracy,
know-how
ing defeat gracefully and watch- come, our negotiations with Red
Castro certainly could find much
Since the inauguration of Pretro was a communist all along, but and dollars must move south of ing Communist China assume a
to criticize about his northern
China will continue to he carried
sident Kennedy, the State Departif
that
was
so,
then
many
people
the
border
by
means
of
really
bold
■eat
in
the
UN.,
or
of
exercising
ou' by our ambassador to Poland.
neighbor. First, America has had
ment has authorized Great Britain
and imaginative programs designour Security Council veto power Still, many experts believe that we
a record of bullying and interven- were fooled.
to suggest the reestablishment of
Castro loins Soviets
ed to combat poverty, ignorance, to keep China out. Neither altertion in Latin America, particular!}
will be forced to negotiate in some
the Neutral Control Commission,
When Castro launched his move- and oppression. Latin America is native is attractive, but the posin Cuba, although things have imfashion, as it is believed that Chinon-functioning since 1958, made
sibility of having to face such a
proved greatly since the early ment, he enjoyed wide, non-com- on the threshhold of development,
na will have its own nuclear weauu of Indians, Polish, and Canachoice was made clear to the Sen1930s; Becond, American policy munist support. Kxperienccd jour- and we have the choice of leadpon within the year.
dians. It is difficult to see how this
has given the impression of sup- nalists such as Herbert Matthews ing the parade or being left behind. ate by Adlai Stevenson when he
(3) The situation in Laos has would solve the problem of Laos,
told the Foreign Relations Commit- been labeled by the Russians as
porting strong men in Latin Amer- of the New York Times and Jules It is time to demonstrate to Latin
but
it is an effort to avoid "anothDubois of the Chicago Tribune America that Yanqui modifies protee that the UN. General Assemb- "another Korea." We can hope
ica in the interest of stability and
er Korea."
treated
hint
most
favorably.
Such
gress
and
partner,
not
reaction
and
ly would in all probability decline
a favorable investment atmosthey are merely crying havoc, due
(4) A revolutionary suggestion
to follow the American lead in exphere- and, third, under the exi- outstanding Latin American liber- imperialist.
to the fact that Laos is a linjcU"
has been made in recent weeks that
gencies of Cold War. leadership,
the United States prepare to send
the United States has taken Latin
much of our food surplus to China,
America for granted and ignored
which by admission of its own goits problems. Moreover, since
vernment is suffering a catastroWorld War II and up to 195!»,
phic famine. Proponents of the
what aid the United States had
idea point to the good will that
By Dr. J.fl Clark
that the mass media have little or
freedom from governmental reresulted
In
the
"firehouie"
school
of
given to Latin America had been
was engendered in Russia by the
Assistant Professor of Journalism
no effect in changing individual strictions enjoyed by the media alreporting where, for an example, a
military, and too often American
Hoover Famine Commission of
Simple
person
to
person
opinions
already
formed
which
low them a rather wide range withsingle correspondent may cover an
arms fell into the hands of Latin
1921-23. This is a truly humanitarconflict
with
material
found
in
the
in which they may operate. In othentire continent for a wire service.
dictators, who used them to sup- communication, at best, is a
ian suggestion, but one might viewmass
media.
If
these
two
tentaer
areas
of
the
world,
the
role
and
The correspondent simply moves
press their political opposition. difficult process to explain,
it with skepticism. Russia had not
tive conclusions are correct, there
function of the media are clearly
from place to place, his movements
Castro's resentment was especialsingled out the United States as
even
when
the
two
individuals
seems
little
likelihood
that
materset
out
in
governmental
directives.
being
determined
by
what
Is
"hotly strong over the latter point.
Enemy No. 1, and there had been
ial contained in the media, particoncerned
have
comparable
test"
at
the
moment.
In
situations
Aside
from
restrictions
by
govern
Castro Names U.S.
no such "Hate America" campaign
cularly editorial material, will have
ol
this
kind,
a
correspondent
has
meat,
a
positive
correlation
appears
as has been the order of the day
From the time he landed in social, educational, economic,
any effect on opinion change or
little
or
no
opportunity
to
obtain
to
exiit
between
the
level
of
techfor the past 10 years in China.
Cuba in December, 1966, until he and ethnic backgrounds. Only in
opinion formation. This may be
background
Information
underlying
nological
development
in
a
country
How could the government of Mao
took over, Castro charged that tho past few decades have rewhere a fallacy occurs in popular
the
conflicts
he
Is
reporting.
This
and
the
development
of—and
need
Tse-tung
accept such generosity
U.S. weapons were being used searchers turned their efforts to- thinking relating to "the power of
inadequacy
is
evidenced
by
his
for—the
mass
media.
In
an
agriculon our part without shaking his
against him and that U.S. military ward explaining this process.
the press."
reporting only the superficial symture-based society made up for
government to its foundations?
technicians were training Batista's
While research in the more
The research evidence Indicates,
ptoms ol the conflicts.
the most part of small autonomous
We are in an advantageous perarmy. The fact is that the United simple forms of communication,
however, •till another facet In the
economic units, there Is much less
It seems obvious that if the mass iod for experimentation in our
States had declared an embargo including the media of mass comrole of the mass media. This facet
need for well developed mass me
foreign policy, what with a new
media arc to play a positive role
on arms shipments to Cuba in munications, has moved forward
the third tentative conclusion. Is
dla than exists In a highly Industadministration assuming office.
in international understanding,
March, 1968, but lost the effect at a fairly rapid rate, comparativethat the mass media do play a role
rialised society with Its vast comPerhaps the most heartening prosconsiderable care need be exercisof this act by delivering rockets ly little work has been done in the
In opinion (ormatlon when dealing
plex of large interdependent econopect arises from the rejection by
to Batista in May, 1968, in com- area of international communied in selecting what will go
with events and people about which
mic
units.
A
basically
agrarian
soSecretary of State Rusk of the repliance with a contract made be- cations through the mass media.
through the media. Evidence ina reader has no previous convicciety
cannot
support,
nor
does
It
cent
United States policy that
dicates that American movies
fore the embargo.
tions or about which the reader
Researchers encountered an alnecessarily need to from an eco"anyone who is not with us is
shown abroad, for example, have
It is also true that U.S. Army most hopelessly complex number of
has rule or no knowledge. It Is
nomic viewpoint a highly developagainst us." We might seem more
fostered a gross misconception
here that "the power af the prees"
technicians were in Cuba to in- variables in attempting to discern
ed system of mass communications.
flexible in foreign eyes.
among foreign peoples as to how
struct Cubans in the mechanical the role of the media of mass comlies If such power. In fact exists.
Closely related to the economic Americans live. In areas where reoperation of American-made wea- munications in a single highly inIt teems obvious that the Individual
and technological level of a society porting is restricted to the "firepons under mutual defense and dustrialized nation such as the
relies upon the mass media for his
is the literacy rate. Evidence in- house" technique, Americans seem
arms standardization arrange- United States. The problem of disknowledge of many things, parti
dicates that the literacy rate will
likely to get an extremely biased
cularly matters relating to foreign
ments. But they did not train Cu- cernment becomes obviously more
affect the physical makeup of the picture.
bans for combat operations as Cas- complex in dealing with internaaffairs and foreign activities. Where
mass media. India, where the literSpace in the printed media and
tro insisted. None the less, one tional communication.
this dependence exists, the influence
acy rate is quite low and great time on the electronic media al"Under a Common Roof—Faith
of Castro's first official acts was
Based on reof the mass media occurs.
and Learning" is the theme of the
search accompto expel these technicians, sneerConsiderable evidence exists to reliance is placed on radio broad- ways are restricted. Thus, only a
Ohio United Campus Christian Felportion of the foreign news availing that they had done Batista
lished la asses
support the fourth tentative con- casting, is an example of this.
lowship conference to be held FriIndividuals whose experience able may be used. It is in the seleclittle good. The seeds of misundercommunications,
clusion, that a reader tends to be
day and Saturday.
at least four tenstanding were sown; then came the
more interested In things close hss been restricted to an indust- tion of material to be used that
The purpose of the conference
tative
concha
executions.
to him physically and geographi- rialized society may find it ex- the role of the professional comis to bring together college faculsleae may be
cally than in things farther away. tremely difficult to get a true con- municator becomes extremely imThe American public was shockty, and campus and community
portant. The answer to proper
drawn which
This last tentative conclusion plays ception of the role of the mass meed over the quick work Castro
ministers for the discussion of
might lend lo HI
a major role in the selection of dia in the less developed areas of selection of material appears to lie
made of those charged with war
"Faith and Learning."
Hauls to and
what goes into the various media. the world. In these latter areas the in resorting to governmental recrim-s under Batista. Although
Alexander Miller's book, "Faith
give some IndiThat the role is major in scope is mass media play a relatively unim- strictions but in developing among
Castro had made it clear in Feband Learning," will be the basic
cation ae to the
evidenced by the emphasis placed portant role compared to the role the professional communicators a
ruary, 1968, that stern reprisals
study material. A panel from the
high sense of social responsibility.
nature of the
on local and area news by both the played by the media in Western
awaited "torturers and killers and
Dr. Clark
University will evaluate Mr. Milsocieties.
mass media la
printed and electronic media.
Problems relating to a citizenry
informers," his "revolutionary jusInternational cow inlcaao
Relative to other institutions in
Because of physical limitations, informed on foreign affairs have no ler's book at the Friday night sestice" drew the concentrated fire of
sion.
The first of these tentative con- the various social systems of the
it is necessary to restrict the a- easy solution. Journalism schools
segments of the American press.
Further information regarding
and departments have a major
Hart and suspicious, Castro lashed clusions is that the mass media world, the media of mass communi- mount of information exchanged
the conference may be obtained
back that the press was fomenting play a major role in reinforcing cations are quite new aa an in- between nations. Even in the Unit- responsibility in helping to develop
counter-revolutionary activities. A opinions already held by the in- stitution. In the United States and ed States, with its highly developed among students and graduates a by contacting any member of the
UCF staff, phone 38912.
media, the economic costs in keep- high sense of social responsibility.
vicious circle resulted between dividual reader. The evidence in- in some of the Western European
Professional communicators must
January and April, 1969, as Cas- dicates a reader tends to select for countries where the media have ing enough correspondents abroad
tro's speeches grew more violent reading or listening from the mass reached their highest level of de- to report adequately in all the continue their efforts to present likely that a trend toward greater interest in foreign news may ocand American newspaper attacks media only that material with velopment, there is wide disagree- areas of the world become prohi- foreign news and information in
ment as to what should be the pro- bitive. The economic factor possibcur as technological developments
an increasingly interesting manhammered the theme of commun- which he already agrees.
Closely related to the first tenper role and function of the media. ly is more acute in other nations.
ner. As the educational level of brings the nations of the world
ist infiltration In Cuba. Tha situThis lack of agreement and the
Economic reetrlcnone. thee, hove
the population increases, it seems closer and closer together.
ation was rapidly deteriorating, tative conclusion, the second is

Media Important To International Understanding

Conference Topic
Is Faith, Learning
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Greek Women, Frosh Memorial Hall Ceremonies Tomorrow;
Begin Closed Contact Falcon-Rocket Cage Contest Televised
Sorority rush began yesterday and will continue until
bids are issued March 4.
From the beginning of second semester, a period of casual contact is in effect between sorority women and women
rushees. During this period, freshman dormitories will be closed to
sorority women and sorority houses will be closed to freshman women.
Sorority women and rushees will
be allowed to associate without
either party attempting to influence the other concerning pledging a certain sorority. Doubledating is allowed, provided the sorority members do not arrange the
dates for the rushees.
Thursday is the start of the
restricted contact period, which
will last until the end of rush.
Restricted contact means that
there is to be no contact between
sorority women and rushees except
business, casual greeting, emergencies, and phone calls to blood sisters. If a sorority woman must
enter a freshman dormitory during either contact period, she must

register with the .head resident
and state the name of the person
she wishes to see.
Rush registration will begin
Thursday. Women wishing to rush
must pay a rushing fee of $1 ut the
time of registration in 7 and 9
Gate Theatre from I to 4 p.m.
Thursday, or 9 to 12 midnight Friday.
To be eligible for rush a woman
must have completed at least one
semester at Bowling Green and
must have completed at least 12
hours of academic work. The
rushee must have a minimum
grade average of 2.0 the preceding semester. If she is an upperclassman she also must have an
accumulative grade average of 2.0.

The University's newest classroom building came to life
yesterday as a million-dollar memorial to all University students and alumni who have given their lives while serving
in the armed forces of the United States.

Official
Announcement
Woman roqUtervd for HPE 101. 102.
201. and 202. may wltcl thoir aciWiUM today and tomorrow from 8 to 12
noon, and 1 to 5 p.m. In th« Womin'i
Blda. Lai* activity Mloctiona may be
mad* Thursday and Friday from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m. Claitvi b»qin on Friday at
■chtdulod.

On Campus

with
MaxShukw

iAulhor of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillie", ele.)

"THE SLOW RUSH"
Illustrated below is the membership pin of a brand-new national
fraternity culled Signs l'hi Nothing. To join Bigna 1'lii Nothing
and get this hideous membership pin absolutely free, simply
take n pair of scissors mid cut out the illustration and paste it
to your dickey
I-ct me hasten to state that I do not recommend your joining
Signa l'hi Nothing. The only thing I recommend in this column
is MarlUiro cigarettes, as any honest man would who likes I
filtered cigarette with an unliltered taste, who yearns to settle
back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, whose heart is quickened
by a choice of soft |«ick or flip-top box and who gets paid every
week for writing this column.
It is difficult to think of any reason why you should join
Signa Phi Nothing. Sonic people, of course, are joiners by
nature; if you are one such I must tell you there arc any number
of In'tter organizations than Signa l'hi Nothing for you to join—
the Mafia, for example.
But if you should join Signa l'hi Nothing, let me give you
several warnings. First off, it is the only fraternity that admits
girls. Second, there is no pledge period; each new member inimediately goes active, l'erhaps "inactive" is a more aceurato
term; there are no meetings, no drives, no campaigns, no sports,
no games, no dues, no grip, and no house.
The only thing Signa Phi Nothing has that other fraternities
have is a fraternity hymn. In fact, two hymns were submitted

OPENING CEREMONIES for Memorial Hall are scheduled lo twain at 3
p.m. tomorrow with an open house following UU 4:30 p.m. Memorial Hall, which
Is a classroom building, will house Ih. ROTC units. HPE instruction facilities,
and ofllces. The arena portion of the building has boon In use by Ih. baakolball
and wrestling toams .Inc. early Docombor.

Registration Thursday
For Fraternity Rush
A month-long fraternity rush
period, with a number of newrules and procedures established by
Interfratornity Council, begins this
week.
"This year's rush signup has
been moved to Rodgers Quadrangle
to eliminate the confusion of signup periods in the past," said James
P. Fluke, executive vice president
of 1FC.
On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
between the hours of 3
and 5 p.m., the IFC will have tables
set up in the main lounge of Kodgers Quadrangle for registration
of freshman and upperclass rushees. At that time each rushee will
pay a $2 fee for rush cards. He
will be given two double master
cards listing the times of the formal rush periods to be held on
Monday, Feb. 13, and on Wednesday, Feb. 16. The rushee then will
take the two master cards and
sign up with a representative of
each fraternity present. The rushee will return one of these cards
to the IFC representative, and
keep the other card as a guide.
No rushee will bo allowed lo
pledge a fraternity union there It a
registration card on file with the
IFC for him.
On Feb. 13 and 16 the rushee
will visit the houses assigned on
his card.
Between the hours of 1 and 6
p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 16, the
rushee will go to the Historical
Suite of the Union and select a
maximum of eight and a minimum
of six houses to visit Friday, Feb.

17. The same registration procedure will be used, with the except ion of the $2 fee. The rushee
will return one of the two new
schedule cards to the IFC representative.
On Monday. Feb. 20, free assocl
atlon on and off campus begins.
Rushing of this nature is restricted
by the dormitory and drinking regulations In the student handbook
and the University catalogue. Bel
ween 1 and 5 p.m. the rushee will
return to the Historical Suite and
sign up for a maximum of six and
a minimum of four houses to be
visited that evening after receiving
invitations. Registration procedure
will be the same as the previous
evening.
On Wednesday, Feb. 22, between
1 and 5 p.m. the rushee will return to the Historical Suite to
pick up invitations and sign up
for a maximum of four and a
minimum of two houses for stag
parties that night. The same signup procedure will be observed.
On Friday, Feb. 24, between 1
and 5 p.m. the rushee will visit
the Historical Suite for the last
time to pick up invitations for two
houses that evening. These parties
will be stag.
All contact between rushees and
fraternity men will cease al 11:30
p.m. on Friday. Feb. 24.
Bids to rushees must be in the
IFC office before 6:00 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 25. Bids will be issued
from 8 to 11 a.m. in the IFC office, which is located in the new
men's residence center.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
to a recent meeting of the national board of directors (none of
whom attended). The first hymn goes:
llotcha, boop-ltoop-a-tloop,
Mother'i making blubber soup.
The second hymn is considerably longer:
A Guernsey's a cow,
A road is a lane.
When you're eating chow,
Remember the mein!
Pending the next meeting of the national board of directors,
which will never be held, members are authorized to sing either
hymn. Or, for tlmt matter, Stardust.
Perhaps you are asking why there should be such a fraternity
as Signa Phi Nothing. I will give you an answer—an answer
with which you cannot possibly disagree: Signa Phi Nothing
Jills a ictll-needed gap.
Are you suffering from mental health? Is logic distorting
your thinking? Is ambition encroaching on your native sloth?
Are your long-cherished misapprehensions retreating before a
sea of facts? In short, has education caught up with you?
If so, congratulations. But tell the truth—wouldn't you like
to make an occasional visit back to the good old days when you
were not so wise and composed and industrious—when you
were, in fact, nuttier than a fruitcake'.'
If you pine for those old familiar miasnis, those dear, dead
vapors, join Signa Phi Nothing and renew, for a fleeting
moment, your acquaintance with futility. We promise nothing,
and, by George, we deliver it!
uom- HMW

We, the maker! of Marlboro, promise smoking pleasure and
ice think you'll think tee deliver it—both from Marlboro and
from our new unliltered king-size Philip Morris Commander.
Welcome aboard!

The placement office announced
the scheduling of the following organisations for Interviews, from Feb.
7 through 17:
Feb. 7-9. U.S. Naval Air Station.
for any major.
Feb. t. Sylvania Exempted Schools,
foe elementary education maiois.
Feb. 9. Long Beach Unified
Schools, Calif., for all education ma
Jors, with the exceptions of men's
physical education, driver's training,
speech, and dramatics.
Feb. 9. Household Finance Corp.,
for accounting, business trainees, economics, finance, and general business.
Feb. 10. U.S. Army Audit Agency,
for accounting.
Feb. 11. Federal Service Entrance
Examinations, for all malors.
Feb. 13. Liberty Mutual Insurance
Co.. for claims and adjusting, underwriting, and sales.
Feb. 13. Associated Investment Co.,
for business trainees, credit and
collection, finance, general business,
and office management
Feb. 14, American Airlines, for
female seniors and stewardesses.
Feb. 14. Ohio Life Insurance Color insurance and sales.
Feb. 14, Toledo Edison Co., for
accounting.
Feb. 14. W. T. Gram Co.. for
business trainees, and retailing.
Feb. IS. Montgomery Ward and
Co. for accounting, business train
ees, credit and collection, economics,
marketing, and retailing.

Feb. IS. Mead Corp.. for account
lug.
Feb. IS. Ex-Cello Corp., for accounting.
Feb. IS. Port Huron Public Schools.
Mich., for elementary and secondary
education majors.
Feb. IS. American United Life Insurance Co.. for life Insurance and
part-time summer work for seniors In
the Bowling Green and Toledo areas.
Feb. IS. Brush Beryllium Co.. for
chemistry and physics.
Feb. IS. Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., for accounting, claims ad
lusting, and Insurance.
Feb. 17. Bay City Schools. Mich.,
for business education. English.
French, mathematics, biology, and
history.
Feb. 17. South Euclid Lyndhurst
City Schools, for elementary and
secondary education malors.
Feb. 17. Groese Point Public
Schools, Mich., for education malors.
Feb. 17. Fontana School District
Calif., for elementary education malors.
Feb. 17. General Mills Inc.. for
marketing and retail sales.
Feb. 17. Hlgbee Co.. for business
trainees, economics, general business, marketing, sales, and retailing.
Students wishing lo make Inter
view appointments should sign up
at the placemen! office. 31SB Administration Bldg.

Dr. Ralph W. McDonald, president of the University,
officially will open Memorial Hall during a short ceremony
bejrinninfr at 3 p.m. tomorrow.
admission from Ohio's high school
The public is invited to view
graduates.
the $1,350,000 building during an
Tho arena portion of Memorial
open house following the cereHall, seating up to 6,000 persons,
mony until 4:30 p.m.
exemplifies the philosophy of BowAs second semester classes got
ling Green State University that
under way yesterday, Memorial
a sound and constructive program
Hall received the first of more of athletic competition makes a
than 1,000 students who will use
fundamental contribution to the
the building's facilities for courses
achievement of basic educational
in military and air science, health goals.
and physical education, and art.
BG-TU Game Televised
The building also will serve other
'.'he Bowling Green Falcons will
academic departments as the need
meet the University of Toledo Rocarises.
kets in a basketball game which
Strengthens Educational Program
will be televised over WTOI.-TV,
Dr. McDonald noted that Me- Channel 11, at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow. A televised film presentation
morial Hall is representative of
highlighting Memorial Hall's facithe broad scope of the University's
educational program and will
lities is scheduled during the halftime.
make a significant contribution to
Funds for Memorial Hall's conthe strength of this program now
struction were provided through
and in the decade.s to come.
The building's lecture halls, appropriation*, by the Ohio General
classrooms, and laboratory and Assembly from the University's
physical education facilities, as ii'inrc of a $150 million bond issue
well as offices for approximately voted by the people of Ohio in
1955 for public buildings. The
30 faculty members, will help relieve the University's critical short- bond issue is being paid off by
age of space as it attempts to cope a onc-cent-per-pack tax on cigarwith the continuing demand for ettes.

Soviets Changing Tune?
(Continued from page 2)
Duvid Lawrence suggests that
one simple principle must be accepted! "In a nuclear age prcpiiru
lions for war by any nation are
the immediate concern of every
other nation, and that sovereignty
is forfeited if a so-called independent nation violates those international rules which are designed
to give the community protection
against nttack."
Khrushchev is calling for new
United States-K.us.sian disarmament talks. What arc the prospects? 1 et us make a brief review
of the reeent record. In 1869 the
Soviet Union called for "total"
disarmament with no inspection or
power to enforce disarmament.
Khrushchev suggested that w.hile
waiting for this to be accomplished, he would consider among other
things disengagement in Europe,
a ban on nuclear tests, an EastWest non-aggression pact, and prevention of surprise attacks.
Soviet Plan Rejected
On June 7, 1960, 10 nations
meeting at Geneva heard the Soviet Union recommend the elimination of the means of delivering
nuclear weapons as well as the
elimination of overseas bases. The
West rejected the plan because its
bases are purt of the "Western deterrent power."
On June 27, the United States
announced that it was prepared
to offer new proposals. The Soviet
delegate walked out. Meanwhile
Khrushchev had charged the West
with "lack of good faith." He declared that the U.N. Assembly
should be used for disarmament negotiations.
On Sept. 23, 1960, Khrushchev
repeated before the Assembly his
call for total disarmament, again
with no inspection or enforcement.
His seven-point program included:
complete outlawing of military
rockets and rocket carriers with
destruction of existing stockpiles,
relinquishment of military bases
held by any nation on foreign soil,
withdrawal of all troops stationed
abroad, reduction in Soviet and
American forces to 1.7 million men
each, reduction in conventional armaments, and eventual abolition of
all armed forces and armaments.
Khrushchev Wants "Liberation"
In these proposals we see again
Khrushchev's stress on American
withdrawal of troops and bases
from our Allies. It would appear
to the cynic that Khrushchev would
like to see each free country stand
alone so that each could be "liberated," one by one, by the Soviet
Union.
On the matter of a ban on nuclear tests, Khrushchev may be in
earnest, and simply because it is
in his interest to be. The MoscowPeiping tug-of-war reveals differences between the two leaders.
Khrushchev, wishing to remain the
top man of communism, shows a
reluctance to share nuclear power
with Communist China, which has
indicated that it intends to go its
own way. This could be disastrous
to Khrushchev.
Of what value would agreements be if made with the U.S.S.R.7 Judging by past performance, the answer is none. Such
agreements would have to be backed by an international enforcement system. Mr. Kennedy recog-

nizes this and has said "the absolute power to destroy other nations" must be brought under the
"absolute control of all nations."
What Next?
What of the future? Is the Soviet Union ready to change its
policy now that we have a new
president? No. The aims of the
Soviet Union remain unchanged.
Their methods may vary as they
test Mr. Kennedy. If the communists can move forward with soft
words nnd negotiations, these will
lie used. Otherwise we can expect
a repeat performance of Kihrushchev threats and shoe pounding of
last September. When crossed and
crowded, he will try to frighten
the free world into submission.
Strength is the only language the
communists understand. We cannot disarm without adequate guarantees that the communists will do
likewise. We should work toward
acceptance of the principle of selfdetermination (the right of people
to choose their rulers in free elections). We need to enlist the
backing of the Afro-Asian bloc to
restrain the communists. If we
can force Khrushchev to operate
within the U.N. (as in the Congo
affair and distribution of surplus
food), we can achieve a real advance in restricting his field of
action.
We must stand firm in our support of West Berlin. We should
maintain not only our military
force but also build our moral
force to resist aggression. We need
to develop better, more effective
means of telling the world what
Americans stand for, and then we
must be ready to back up those
principles, including our willingness, if necessary, "to bear any
burden, meet any price" to defend
liberty. As President Kennedy
stated, Americans are unwilling to
permit the "slow undoing" of fundamental ihuman rights.
Change NATO
Discussions on NATO indicate
that a fundamental change could
probably be made in it. Such a
development could result in strengthening the free world. These
changes could Include social and
economic programs and cooperation.
Underdeveloped countries must
be given aid, not just money but
facilities to acquire the knowhow to develop their own economies. The Afro-Asian bloc could
in time form a free bloc in their
part of the world, "not supporting our every view," but "strongly
supporting their own freedom."
We must be alert to the dangers
of our desire for "normalcy." The
communists have long stressed the
need of allaying our suspicions so
that we shall be "off guard." We
must be willing to sacrifice our gullibility. Until the Soviet Union
shows good faith, it behooves us
to ask proof of Soviet intentions.
Talk with them, yes; trust them,
not yet.
Should Mr. Kennedy go to summit meetings? Mr. Rusk, new Secretary of State, does not favor
them. He believes in the old line
diplomacy. Mr. Stevenson supports
summit meetings. Personally, we
believe they serve the communist
cause more than they do the West.
Let the Soviet Union show good
intentions first Then a summit
meeting might have value.
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Sports Capsule

Foreign Policy Changes Wont Be Sudden
(Continued from page i)
communist regimes to join a club
which is, and wilt continue to be,
managed predominantly by its noncommunist members . . . When a
communist leader wants to bang
his shoe on the table--and be
heard—he, too, must come to the
United Nations ... The United
Nations at its best is not a formula for 'stability' but a framework for change. All the world's
tensions are not bad; some of the
incentives of hope and the drives
for self-expresaion and self-government are what makes the free
world hum ... It may take great
statesmanship to solve a world
crisis, but it is a sign nf greater,
if sometimes less well known,

STUDY IN
S OUTHEHN FRANCE
French Language and
Literature

European Studies
An acadomlc yoar for American
undergraduates al the University ol AUMarsolUe with classes
In English or French to satisfy
curriculum requirements.
Students may live in French
homes.
Tuition.
trans-Allantic fares.
room and board al about $1,700.
Applications by March 15lh
For Information write by air mail
la
INSTITUTE FOR AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES
II Rue Gaston de Saporta
AIX EN PROVENCE

.statesmanship to prevent the crisis from developing." (From Adlai
E. Stevenson's testimony in January before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.)
Changes Won't Be Quick
Those who hope for short-term
spectacular changes in American
foreign and domestic policy surely
will be disappointed. For the legislative and administrative process
is a torturously slow one in which
a thousand hope*, demands, and
frustrations must be democratically adjudicated. Nevertheless,
there will be changes, and important ones, too, though we shall
of course dispute their wisdom for
years and elections to come.
To illustrate. Today, we are witnessing a slow, constructive swing
away from an extreme military
fixation, away from the view that
our ultimate security depends solely upon an irresistible military
force. This change reflects in part
the growing realization that communist successes uround the world
cannot be explained in terms of
brute military expansionism. It also reflects our realization that in
an area such as Latin America,
where all is not well, military
strength if. beside the point. We
have come to realize, in short, that
military strength and security are
not synonomous. Indeed, some of
our current frustrations regarding
Cuba and Laos may well be traced
to the limited perspective imposed
by the mililary fixation.
China's Re-emergence Sobering
The re-emergence of China as
n world power is the most somber
political fact of recent years. Most
nf tlte earlier nonsense about the
"betrayal" of China fortunately
has subsided, though it still survives in those few quai ters that equate investigations with national security. The recognition question is
being discussed publicly in its full
implications, and most importantly,

iSpecuil Occasion .

P
Come to Dinner

In

and let us

1

help yon
celebrate

Bowling Green's athletic teams captured seven out
of 10 encounters during the semester break. The swimmers

it is being discussed dispassion- scene. It is vital that we pursue
our world goals rather than reately. This is a gain.
American scientists have become spond to evenU in whose making
politically sophisticated in the we have had no hand. This is easy
ways of Washington; the trek a- to say, of course, and it has been
way from politics is beginning to said a thousand times. What, then,
reverse itself, as questions of test shall we do?
bans, disarmament, education, and
We must admit that prestige is
peaceful uses of atomic and nu- terribly important, for from it
clear energy claim more and more
flows such constituent elements
scientific attention. This is also of political power as confidence,
a gain.
trust, and hope for a better fuWe realize as never before that ture. But in our search for viable
the Soviets are not responsible for foreign policies, it would be ut—indeed are not capable of start- terly unrealistic to disregard the
conditioning effect of domestic ising—every eruption around the
world. Nationalism, anti-colonia- sues on diplomacy. We will not
lism, and neutralism, to name but make our world goals articulate
until we have had greater progress
three, would exist without the Soin such areas of our national life
viet Union. Recognizing this, we
are beginning to improve the con- as race relations, education, civil
duct and grasp of American for- rights, and economic security, to
name but a few. There is no guareign policy.
antee such progress will be made.
The quality and style of American diplomacy and economic There is no proof that it won't.
We shall simply go on trying.
assistance has become a national
debate. The pressures for foreign
World-wide challenges to the
service personnel skilled in foreign status quo have brought into existlanguages, cultures, and political ence a score of civil wan, intermovements are increasing. One nal upheavals, conventional war3,
book alone, "The Ugly American," and other crises too numerous to
has brought the foreign policy mention. Many of these are midproblem home to thousands of av- dle- and lower-class, non-capitaliserage Americans who are unintertic movements. While we have not
ested in reading highly technical
intended it, the United States here
studies and reports by government and there has become alarmingly
agencies and university scholars.
identified with the forces of reHere is yet another gain.
action, privilege, and the status
The Negro problem — and it quo. Our international image, we
must be described bluntly—remust have the courage and honesty
mains a national blemish and, in
to admit, is less than satisfactory.
the eyes of foreign observers, a This must be changed, and changsource of great weakness. No one ed soon. We can ill afford to be
who values foreign images of this
identified with anti-democratic valcountry can fail to be struck by
ues and movements. We can ill
the persistent emphasis upon this afford to dismiss events in Asia,
aspect of our national life. That
Africa, and Latin America as
a man of the caliber of William movements headed by illiterates,
.1. Fulbright might have been exfanatics, and anti-Americans. For
cluded from consideration for a in these movements, our destiny,
high State Department post be- too, is being decided.
cause of his vulnerability as a
The older spell of America as
Southern senator on the race is- the world's marvel of technical
sue is deeply regrettable. The and political genius has largely
gains here are painfully, though dissolved as the Industrial Revoluunderstiindnbly, slow.
tion makes the American standard
Tomorrow's Problems
of living a guideline and a distinct
It is not enough for the Unit- possibility in vast areas of the
ed States to "contain" this or that world. The older nineteenth cenmovement on the international tury spell will not sec us through

accounted for more than half of the Falcons' victories with
four triumphs. The basketball team lost one on the road, but
came back strong to take two at home. The wrestlers were
defeated twice by Big 10 competition, but won a big MidAmerican Conference match.
Tankers Win Four Straight
Coach Sam Cooper's tankers traveled to Canada and defeated Toronto 49-46 Jan. 28, and swamped
Niagara 75-19 Jan. 30. In the meet
against Toronto the Falcons won
by capturing the final event.
Returning home, the swimmers
downed Loyola of Chicago, 68-27
Friday night, and on Saturday beat
previously unbeaten Western Ontario 66-29. Four straight wins give
the Falcons a 6-2 dual meet
record.
Courtmen Win Thriller
After losing to Marshall 64-58,
at Huntington. W. Va., Coach Harold Anderson's cageri bounced
back to win a come-from-behind
thriller from Loyola of Chicago,
66-65, last Wednesday night in
Memorial Hall.
Howling Green avenged its earlier 10-point loss to Miami by
scalping the Redskins 84-70, Saturday night before 4,100 fans in
Memorial Hall. The victory for
the Falcons was their third against
four losses in the MAC. Bowling
Green's over-all mark stands at 89.
Rockets Invade Next
Tomorrow night the Falcons will
entertain Toledo in a return engagement. The Rockets won the
first game this year, 68-66, at the
the twentieth century. We simply
cannot afford to indulge outdated
images either of ourselves or others.
Let us break outside the stereotypes that limit our vision and
understanding of world affairs.
Above all, let us continue to discuss, dispute, modify, re-evaluate,
and energize our international
role, for perhops in this process,
we .shall find the key that will
unlock yet another -set of dramatic human possibilities.

Toledo Field House.
Wreallsrs Down Ohio U.

Coach Bruce Bellard's wrestlers
had their 26-game winning streak
snapped at Lafayette, Ind. Jan. 28,
when they ran into stiff Big 10
competition.
In a double dual match, the Falcon grapplers came close to upsetting Wisconsin, 17-16, but were
completely out-wrestled by powerful Michigan State, 30-7.
Bowling Green scored a 19-10
win over Ohio U. Saturday at
Athens, to give the Falcons their
third conference win in a row.

St. Paul's Writings
To Be First Topic
Of Religion Classes
Marriage and the writings of St.
Paul will be the subjects of two
non-credit religion courses offered by the United Christian Fellowship during the next seven weeks.
The writings of St Paul will be
the subject of the Tuesday courses, which will be held from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. in the Wayne Room
of the Union, beginning today.
Beginning Thursday and continuing for six consecutive Thursdays,
"The Christian Approach to Marriage," will be the topic of discussion. The course, which meets from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the Pink Dogwood Room, will be conducted by
Dr. Samuel H. Lowrie, professor
of sociology, and the Rev. Eugene
V. Davis. UCF director.
The marriage course will be a
study of the Christian interpretation of courtship, love, marriage,
sex, and interpersonal relations.
Also included will be discussion of
inter-racial and inter-faith marriages.
Students interested in the courses may register at the first meeting of each session.
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Loren Gergens briefs two of hii salesmen on new telephone services lor business customers.

"I DIDN'T WANT TO BE STOCKPILED"

In over 100 countries
people get that refreshing
new feeling with Coke!

When Loren Gergens was working for his

he served as manager of several telephone busi-

B.S. degree in Business Administration at the

ness offices. In these jobs Loren had to prove

University of Denver, he had definite ideas about

himself on the firing line, make right decisions

the kind of job he wanted to land. He was de-

and cany them through. He knew his next jump

termined to profit from the experience of several

depended on only one man—Loren Gergens.

of his friends who had accepted promising jobs

In July, 1960, he was made Sales Manager

only to find themselves in "manpower pools"—

in Boulder, Colorado.

waiting to be pulled into a responsible position.
"I didn't want to be stockpiled," Loren says.

"I'm on the ground floor of a newly created
telephone marketing organization. And I can tell

"That's no way to start."

you things are going to move fast!" Loren says.

As a senior, Loren talked to twelve companies

"It's rough at times, but hard work is fun when

and joined The Mountain States Telephone &

you know you're going somewhere—in a busi-

Telegraph Company, an associated company of

ness where there's somewhere to go."

the Bell Telephone System.
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MIDWEST COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY. Toledo. Ohio

// you're interested in a job in which you can

From his first day challenges were thrown at

be your own prime mover—a job in which you're

him thick and fast. First, he supervised a group

given a chance to show what you can do, right from

of service representatives who handle the com-

the start—you'll want to visit your Placement Office

munications needs of telephone customers. Then

for literature and additional information.

'Our number one aim it to hare in all
management jobs the matt vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly /ind."
FKLDHICK R. KAITEL, Pruidtnt
American Telephone 4 Telegraph Co.
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